
FYP Meeting Minute 

Date/Time: 1100 04/08/2012 Meeting Number: 11 

Present: Charissa, Robert, Kian Ming, Robert, 
Thomas, Tommy, Chin Leng 

Absent (with reason): -  

External parties: Nil Location: SIS GSR 3-3 

Meeting Chair: Robert Minute Taker: Thomas 

Agenda 
Agenda Item Outcome 

Update on “Manage Friend” function inside Use Case Action item 1 

Discuss UI changes Action item 2 

JSON Query Action item 4 

Discuss on Application name None 

Review the backend Web Service that we need from LARC Action item 3 

Modify and finalize on Use Case Action item 1 

Thumbs up and Thumbs down function to be used together 
with user specification on desired artises on the settings page. 

None 

Action Items 
Action Item Responsibility: Due 

1. Update use case diagram based on newest changes Thomas Thursday 
9am 

2. To implement UI changes Charissa and Chin 
Leng 

Thursday 
9am 

       3.    Web Service inputs and outputs to be passed and 
discussed with LARC 
 

Tommy, Robert and 
Kian Ming 

Monday 
11am 

       4.    Settle JSON query  
 

Robert and Kian 
Ming 

Thursday 
9am 

       5.    Finalize slide design and content  
 

Tommy and Thomas Thursday 
9am 

 

Agenda Item 1: Update on “Manage Friend” function inside Use Case 
1. For Manage Friend, change to Manage Followers and those following 
2. We should be able to group not only Twitter friends but also those following and followers.  
3. How it should work: 

Twitter< -> iOS Application <->   LARC Server <-> Friend Ids 
               
 
  
 
    

Check to see if that particular friend ID stored within the group which is then stored in LARC’s DB is 

still a follower or following or a friend. If it is not, it will delete off the friend ID from the DB which is 

then removed from the group.  



 
 

 

Agenda Item 2: Discuss UI changes  
1. Delete off login screen since now we are using SSO login.  
2. Discuss on how our application logo design.  
3. Discuss all screen changes. 

a. Removal of circle view 
b. Changing the retweet action way. Now we can simply select from friend list and it will be 

populated within the retweet box.  

 

Agenda Item 3: JSON query 
1. Robert to work with Kian Ming to solve the issue of giving and getting data through using JSON 

string.  

 

Agenda Item 4: Discuss on Application name 
1.     Final decision is to call our name as Klick which stands for k-pop clique. This application name is 
created as this application is to bring the k-pop community closer thus the name klick.  

 

Agenda Item 5: Review the backend Web Service that we need from LARC 
1. Search function: To allow users to return relevant posts 

Input Output 

Search terms (Compulsory) A list of n items 

Search type (Optional) Foreign post, youtube, videos 

Period A dropdown list  

List No. (Default 20) Default 20 posts 

  
2. Trending Topics 

Input Output 

List (Default 20) List of trending post 

 Avatar, Author, tweet content and 
timestamp. Final thing: A List of tweets and 
other relevant posts  

 
3. Manage Tweets (youtube, foreign posts, etc)  

(Use Twitter API) 

Input Output 

A)  Group name and user ID.  Name, group name and avatar. 



B) Post type 
Where the source is from. YouTube or 
Twitter?  

Avatar, Author, tweet content and 
timestamp. Final thing: A List of tweets and 
other relevant posts  

C) Others post If others: return with text to describe link 
+ link 
“text from title” – (shortlink): so that LARC 
is able to track 

 
4. Thumbs up and thumbs down 

Input Output 

Counter **Backend algorithm will use the integer 
count for processing relevant interest 
tweets   

 
5. Badge Award System 

Input Output: Badges 

Noob Badge:  
- User Id 

Post Id 

Re-tweet Badge:  
-User Id 
-10 different Post Id 

Post count 

1 week worth of consecutive login:  
-User Id 
-Timestamp 

No. Of Logins 

Search for more than 10 terms: 
- Search terms 

Search times 

 
6. Regroup friends 

Input Output: Badges 

- User Id 
-Name of group 

A list of users {“group name”, “array of 
users”} 

 
7. Settings page 

Input Output: Posts 

- Artist name **Backend algorithm will use the string 
name of artist for processing relevant 
interest tweets   

 

 

Agenda Item 6: Modify and finalize on Use Case 
1. “Search Friend” and “View Friend” function is now a part of “Manage Friends”.  
2. No more login/logout function. Now we are using twitter SSO where users are required to go to 

the application settings page to enter their credentials.  
3. “Perform Search Tweet” function is now under “Manage Tweet” 



 

Agenda Item 7: Thumbs up and Thumbs down function to be used together 
with user specification on desired artises on the settings page.  
1. First time users will go to settings page and select their favourite artises and our application will 

based on their favourites and prioritize the volume of tweets to be pushed to the users. For 
example, a user selects SNSD and T-ARA, these 2 kpop stars’ tweets will be pushed more 
frequently followed by the rest of the posts from other kpop stars.   

2. If a user thumbs up or down on certain posts, we will adjust the volume of tweets based on the 
count of user’s thumbs up or down.  

3. This 2 functions are to be used in conjunction to prioritize the pushing of tweets to the users.  

 

Conclusion 
This meeting has concluded at 1500PM on 04/08/2012.  

This meeting minute has verified by the chair of this meeting, Robert on 1500PM on 04/08/2012 as 

the finalised copy. No modifications or additions are to be applied directly on to this document 

thereafter. Modifications or additions are to be appended in the Addendum section below. 

Addendum 

If any:  

Item Affected Type Content 

Action Item 
Number 

Modification/ 
Addition 

 

 

 


